ABSTRACT In this paper, a wideband, miniaturized, and high gain double-slot Vivaldi antenna is proposed. First, a corner cutting technique is adopted to broaden the frequency band. Second, a pair of defected ground slots is added to the edges of the antenna to extend the low-end frequency limitation from 2.27 to 1.15 GHz, which provides a great design freedom. Third, a novel unit cell of an index-near-zero metasurface is proposed in our design. The unit cell is a two-stub-loaded split-ring resonator, which has a compact size, a wide frequency band, and a good reflection coefficient. The gain of the double-slot Vivaldi antenna is improved over a wide frequency band by the inclusion of the index-near-zero metasurface in the aperture, without changing the overall dimensions or compromising the whole frequency band performance of the antenna. Finally, to verify the design method, an ultra-wideband double-slot Vivaldi antenna with defected ground slots and metasurface was fabricated and measured. The circuit has an overall size of 0.76 λg × 0.41 λg × 0.005 λg. The modified antenna exhibits a measured gain of 0.7-14 dBi over the frequency band of 1.13-12 GHz.
I. INTRODUCTION
A tapered slot antenna with exponential profile, namely Vivaldi antenna, was first introduced by Gibson in 1979 [1] . It is attractive because of its features of wide bandwidth, low profile, easy fabrication, and low cost. It is widely used in many applications, such as early-stage cancer detection [2] , through-wall multiple targets detection [3] , microwave interferometric radiometry [4] , and concealed weapon detection [5] . Nowadays, extension of impedance bandwidth, size reduction, and radiation characteristics improvement of Vivaldi antennas simultaneously are still challenging in practical applications. Stripline right-angle bend with slantwise corner cut [6] , a stepped connection structure [7] , and a tapered transition [8] were employed to improve impedance bandwidth. In order to ensure that the standing wave energy of Vivaldi antenna can be effectively radiated from the slot, the aperture width is suggested to be no less than a half-wavelength of the operated lowest frequency in free space when Vivaldi antenna designed [1] , especially very long in the tapering direction [9] . Thus, various techniques have been developed to miniaturize Vivaldi antennas by using bending feed line structure [10] , loading structures [11] , or applying tapered slot edges [12] .
However, these structures have low gains and more detailed comparison is shown in Section III. In recent articles, several researchers have proposed methods to enhance the gain of Vivaldi antennas, including the use of dielectric lens [13] , higher dielectric constant slab [14] , and parasitic patch [15] in the flared aperture section to guide energy in the endfire direction. Whereas, all these methods improve the performance at the expense of fabrication complexity or a large size. Therefore, it is still a great challenge to optimize the design and performance of a Vivaldi antenna to achieve high gain with a relatively small size.
Recently, the application of metamaterial structure to antenna design has been investigated widely along with the development of metamaterials [16] . In contrast to previous index-near-zero metamaterial, antenna in which the metamaterial was used to enhance antenna bandwidth [17] , indexnear-zero metamaterial could also be employed to achieve high directive emission of electromagnetic (EM) waves [18] . Some effective Vivaldi antenna structures with metamaterials were reported recently in [19] and [20] . In addition, a double-slot Vivaldi antenna (DSVA) was proposed [21] , whose gain is higher than a conventional Vivaldi antenna with same size. However, the related researches or theoretical analysis in DSVA with metamaterial are rarely reported and analyzed [22] .
In this paper, a miniaturized DSVA with high gain is proposed. The broadening of bandwidth miniaturization of size and improvement of gain are investigated and realized. A step-by-step design procedure is described in detail, which includes: 1) broadening antenna bandwidth by using a corner cutting technique [23] , [24] to improve the impedance matching of a T-junction power divider; 2) extending the lowend frequency limitation by etching a pair of defected ground slots on the radiation surface of the DSVA; 3) enhancing the gain of the DSVA by adding a novel compact indexnear-zero metasurface (MS) -a planar metamaterial. Finally, the modified DSVA is fabricated and measured to verify the proposed design.
II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE DSVAs
The DSVA of T-junction power divider with corner cutting (named Ant I) design follows the concept described in [21] , which is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The DSVA makes the aperture field distribution at the end of the antenna more uniform, thus the gain of the proposed antenna is higher than that of a conventional Vivaldi antenna with the same size. 
The Ant I contains two metal layers: tapered slot and microstrip power divider are printed on the top and bottom layer, respectively. A Wang Ling F4BM265 substrate, whose thickness, permittivity and loss tangent are 1 mm, 2.65, and ≤ 0.001, respectively, is used as the middle layer. The exponentially tapered slot profiles E a and E b can be described by [1] :
The overall size of Ant I is 130 mm × 80 mm × 1 mm. In order to improve the impedance matching of DSVA, corner cutting is added to the microstrip power divider. A T-junction power divider with corner cutting can be equivalent to a two-port network. A good matching network to eliminate the reflected power can be obtained through designing suitable corner cutting. To study the characteristics of impedance matching, the input impedance is obtained by simulating with variable l 1 and w 1 . In Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the optimized input impedance matching characteristics of Ant I can be obtained by choosing appropriate l 1 and w 1 . Its S 11 is presented in Fig. 3 , where a good impedance matching can be observed in a wide frequency band of 2.27-12 GHz.
A. MINIATURIZED DSVA DESIGN
Vivaldi antenna at the frequencies that lower than the low cut-off frequency have edge diffraction and cannot work. To further achieve miniaturization, the increasing edge diffraction path through adding circular-shapepatch [11] , [25] , and many slots [12] , [13] was used to reduce the low cut-off frequency of Vivaldi antenna. In this section, a pair of defected ground slots are etched on the radiation surface of Ant I and Ant II is presented in Fig. 1(b) . The S 11 of Ant II is also demonstrated in Fig. 3 . It has a fractional bandwidth of 165% from 1.15 up to 12 GHz. To further understand the effectiveness of the defected ground slots on extending the low frequency band end, surface current distributions of Ant I and Ant II at 1.15 GHz are shown in Fig. 4 . Ant I has relatively intense current in region ''R 1 '' at the edges of radiators while Ant II has intense current in region ''R 2 .'' The effective electrical length of the current path on Ant II is increased, result in extending the low frequency band end from 2.27 GHz to 1.15 GHz. shown in Fig. 5 . It is found that l d and w 3 mainly affects the lower frequency band and the upper frequency band. The influence of l 2 on the whole frequency band is not obvious. Thus, the defected ground slots can be adopted to reduce the low cut-off frequency.
The gain of Ant II versus the operating frequency is shown in Fig. 6 . Within the frequency range of 1.15-12 GHz, the minimum gain is 1.11 dBi at 1.15 GHz and the maximum gain is 14.46 dBi at 10.5 GHz. Whereas the gain of Ant I is 3.62-14.2 dBi in the frequency band of 2.27-12 GHz. The gain of Ant I at low frequency band of 1.15-2.27 GHz is significantly lower than that of Ant II, which further verify that Ant II can achieve miniaturization compared to Ant I. Fig. 7 presents the E-field distributions of Ant II at 1.15 GHz, 5 GHz, 8 GHz, and 12 GHz. It is noted that the aperture field distribution of Ant II at low frequency is nonuniform, which leads to the gain decreases. According to the literature [19] , [20] , an MS can be used to increase the gain of directional antennas. To design a high gain Vivaldi antenna based on MS, the first step is to find a proper element that is non-resonant at the desired frequency band. As is shown in Fig. 8(a) , the proposed unit cell of MS is a two-stub-loaded split-ring resonator (SRR) printed on a same F4BM265 substrate as the one used in the Vivaldi antenna design. This structure can be easily integrated within a planar Vivaldi antenna due to its compact design. The characterizations of the entire MS can be reduced to that of a single unit cell as a result of the periodicity, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The unit cell is excited by a plane wave, and four sides of the structure are set as perfect electric conductor (PEC) and perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) boundary conditions, respectively. The electric polarization of the EM wave is along the y-axis. The transmission characteristics of the designed MS are demonstrated in Fig. 9(a) . As shown in this figure, the S 11 is better than -10 dB over the frequency range of 1-12 GHz, which ensures that most of the radiation power of the Vivaldi antenna can be transmitted through the MS within the wide frequency band. The extracted real part of the permittivity (ε y ) of the proposed MS are shown in Fig. 9(b) , according to the formulas provided in [26] . It is shown that the zero index point is observed in the frequency band. Besides, the electric polarization of the EM wave along the x-axis are also given and the characteristic is used for comparison. The extracted real part of permittivity (ε x ) is always bigger than zero in the frequency band of 1-12 GHz, which is not suitable for designing to improve antenna gain. Thus, the y-polarization of the MS is chosen in the antenna design. Table 1 compares the proposed MS with other reported metamaterials, which were used in Vivaldi antenna designs to improve the directivity. It demonstrates the superiority of the S 11 and unit size of the proposed MS. One is that S 11 of the proposed metasurface is better, which is added to slot of the Vivaldi antenna and has little influence on the original radiation of the Vivaldi antenna. The other is that the unit size the proposed metasurface is smaller, thus more unit cell structures can be added in the same amount of space, which improve design freedom and accuracy. Therefore, the proposed MS has significant advantage in designing the Vivaldi antenna with low loss.
B. DSVA WITH HIGH GAIN DESIGN
In order to improve the gain in a wide frequency band, the aforementioned two-stub-loaded SRRs are added to the slot of Ant II. It is no longer necessary to place the MS at a reasonable distance from Antenna [22] , and hence a low profile and high gain Ant II with MS (Ant III) can be achieved in this case, as demonstrated in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 3 shows the S 11 of Ant III, which is less than -10 dB from 1.11 to 12 GHz. It demonstrates that the proposed MS does not deteriorate the impedance bandwidth of Ant II as expected. The gain of Ant III versus frequency is shown in Fig. 6 , with the gain of Ant II as a reference. Ant III can achieve an obviously larger gain at frequencies below 6 GHz. And the gain of Ant III is maximum increased by 2.28 dB at 3.5 GHz compared to Ant II.
Subwavelength structure that unit cell is smaller than the wavelength has some characteristics such as refractive index manipulation [28] . The phenomenon of gain enhancement caused by the designed MS can be interpreted by the refractive law. The extracted real and imaginary parts of the refractive index (n) of the designed MS are shown in Fig. 10 , according to the formulas provided in [26] . It is demonstrates that the zero index point is observed in the frequency band and the region of |re(n)| < 1 is located in a wide frequency range at the oblique incidence, where θ is the angle between the incident wave and the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Thus, the proposed MS has the performance of converging the EM wave in a wide frequency band. In order to verify the convergence performance, Fig. 11 shows the propagation of an EM wave with an oblique incident angle. The boundary plane is the x = 0 plane and the incident plane is the xy-plane. The incident electric field E i , reflected electric field E r , and transmitted electric field E t are defined as
−jk 1 (x cos α r +y cos β r +z cos γ r ) (4)
−jk 2 (x cos α t +y cos β t +z cos γ t ) (5) where k 1 and k 2 are the propagation constants of the MS and air, respectively. α i , β i , γ i are the angles between the incident wave and the x-, y-, z-axes, respectively. α r , β r , γ r are the angles between the reflected wave and the x-, y-, z-axes, respectively. α t , β t , γ t are the angles between the transmitted wave and the x-, y-, z-axes, respectively. E i 0 , E r 0 , E t 0 are the amplitudes of the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric fields, respectively. The relationship among the incident electric field, reflected electric field, and transmitted electric field can be found according to the boundary condition theory that the tangential components of electric fields must be continuous:
−jk 2 (y cos β t +z cos γ t ) t (6) VOLUME 6, 2018 Equation (6) can be applied to any x and y variables, thus, 0 = k 1 cos γ r = k 2 cos γ t (7)
According to (7) , it can be found cos γ r = cos γ t = 0
which means that
Both the reflected ray and the transmitted ray are located on the xy-plane. In addition, according to Fig. 11 it can be seen that:
From (8) and (11) we can get the Snell's Refraction Law
where n and n 2 are the refraction index of the MS and air, respectively. To illustrate how this property can help control the propagation of a wave, an incident wave on the interface with an oblique angle is considered. Equation (12) implies that with an index-near-zero and |re(n)| < 1 the ray in the air will be refracted in a direction very close to the normal. Then, all the refracted rays will be in almost the same direction as demonstrated in Fig. 11 . Thus the gain will be increased, as shown in Fig. 6 . The E-field distributions of Ant III at 1.15 GHz, 5 GHz, 8 GHz, and 12 GHz are presented in Fig. 7 . It can be clearly seen that the aperture field distributions of Ant III are more uniform than that of Ant II at lower frequencies (1.15 GHz and 5 GHz), which contributes to the gain improvement of Ant III. At higher frequencies (8 GHz and 12 GHz), the aperture fields of Ant II are already close to a plane-like wavefront, and the phase delays of metasurface at higher frequencies are small. Thus, the effect of phase compensation at higher frequencies is weak after adding the metasurface. However, the proposed MS introduces more metal losses at higher frequencies. Though the aperture field distributions of Ant III are more uniform than that of Ant II at higher frequencies, metal loss introduced by the proposed MS will contributes to gain decrease. As a result, the gain of Ant III is approximate to that of Ant II at higher frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, the number of MS 2 × 8 is used in the final antenna design.
Furthermore, the phase distribution mechanism can also be used to analyze the gain improvement. Recent investigation revealed that aperture electric fields of directional antennas have nonuniform phase distribution, which reduces the effective radiation and results in a lower peak directivity [29] . Therefore, metamaterial, which has a phase delay when an EM wave transmits through it, can be designed as a phase compensator to reduce the nonuniformity of phase distribution. 12 illustrates that how a MS converts the spherical wavefront radiated by a Vivaldi antenna into a plane-like wavefront. The rays pass through the edge will incur more delay than those pass through the center of a Vivaldi antenna. Thus, the nearly uniform phase distribution can be obtained by adding more delay in the center of a Vivaldi antenna. The phase at the aperture plane of Ant III is denoted by ϕ n and the desired out-plane phase from MS is denoted by n . Thus,
where ϕ n1 and ϕ n2 represent the phase delays of MS unit cell. In order to convert the spherical wavefront radiated by a Vivaldi antenna into a plane-like wavefront, the phase at the reference plane should be equal:
that is
In this work, we consider the phase delay value of the proposed MS in different incident angles. Fig. 13 shows the phase delay information at 1.15 GHz, 5 GHz, 8 GHz, and 12 GHz versus incident angle. As the incident angle increases-the position of the MS is closer to the edge of Vivaldi antenna-the phase delay decreases, which satisfy the center of a Vivaldi antenna needs more phase delay and the edge needs less phase delay. Thus, the phase distributions of Ant III are more uniform than those of Ant II at 1.15, 5, 8, and 12 GHz, as shown in Fig. 7 .
III. MEASURED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to verify the proposed approach, the designed Ant III was fabricated, as shown in Fig. 14 . The circuit was measured using a Keysight ENA E5071C Network Analyzer in an anechoic environment. The measured S 11 of the designed Ant III is illustrated in Fig. 15 and compared with the simulated data. S 11 of Ant III is better than -10 dB over the frequency band of 1.13-12 GHz. It is slightly worse at 2.06-2.27 GHz but still better than -9.3 dB. In the operating frequency band of 1.13-12 GHz, the measured gain of the designed Ant III varies in the range of 0.7-14 dBi, as shown in Fig. 16 . The main reason for the difference between the measurement and the simulation is that the radiation surface of the fabricated antenna has slight wear and bend. To clearly illustrate the performance of the proposed antenna, simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of Ant III at 1.15 GHz, 5 GHz, 8 GHz and 12 GHz are plotted in Fig. 17 . As can be observed, the half-power beamwidth is wider with lower directivity at low frequencies, while at the high frequencies, the half-power beamwidth is narrower with higher directivity. Additionally, the crosspolarizations of Ant III in the E-plane and H-plane are also shown in Fig. 17 . The measured cross-polarizations of Ant III behave well and maintained as -27 dB at 1.15 GHz, -25 dB at 5 GHz, -20 dB at 8 GHz, and -18 dB at 12 GHz in both E-and H-planes at the axial direction. A further proof to demonstrate the higher gain is given by adding the radiation patterns of Ant II, as shown in Fig. 18 . As it can be observed, the simulated half-power beamwidth of Ant II is 103. Table 3 compares the proposed Ant III with other Vivaldi antennas mentioned in Section I. As can be seen from Table 3 that the proposed Ant III offer comparable and even better performance in terms of dimension and gain.
IV. CONCLUSION
A miniaturized DSVA with a fractional bandwidth of 169% from 1.15 to 12 GHz and a directional radiation pattern has presented in this paper. A pair of defected ground slots are developed to extend the low cut-off frequency from 2.27 GHz to 1.15 GHz. In order to improve the gain in the wide frequency band, an MS is inserted into the slot of the proposed DSVA. The designed MS consists of 2×8 two-stubloaded SRR elements along the x-and y-directions, respectively. As expected, the proposed antenna has a high gain of 2.27-11.9 dB from 1.11 to 6 GHz in comparison with the antenna without MS, whose gain is from 1.11 to 11.42 dBi in the range of 1.15-6 GHz. In the higher frequency band of 9-12 GHz, the proposed MS introduces conductor loss and it contributes to a gain decrease of 0.06-0.32 dBi compare to that without MS. Finally, the proposed antenna has been fabricated and measured to verify the proposed design method. 
